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A B S T R A C T   

Controlling (bio-) adhesion and friction is essential in many bio-medical and industrial applications. Such control 
can be achieved using stimulus responsive polymers. Coatings composed of these polymers are able to adapt their 
physicochemical properties to changes in the surrounding environment, such as temperature, light, pH, elec-
tronic and magnetic fields. This responsive behavior can be employed in the development of advanced tech-
nologies as for example underwater adhesives, self-adhering wound dressings, soft robotics and targeted drug 
delivery. In this review, we present an overview of the current status of research on controlling adhesion and 
friction in liquid environments using surface-bound stimulus responsive polymers. We focus in particular on 
polymer brushes and the role of specific interactions between the surfaces in the contact. These interactions can 
give rise to complex relations between swelling of the polymer film and its tribomechanical properties. A careful 
characterization of the change in specific interactions upon varying the environment is, therefore, critical for the 
design of effective smart coatings. We will finish this review with an overview of the open questions in the field 
and a discussion of the potential impact that the polymer-based smart adhesives and lubricants can have on 
industry and society.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. General introduction 

Stimulus-responsive polymers [1–5] are defined as “polymers that 
undergo relatively large and abrupt, physical or chemical changes in 
response to small modifications in the environmental conditions”. 
Recently, there has been a quickly growing interest in developing ‘smart’ 
surface-coatings by using stimulus-responsive (SR) polymers, while they 
can be applied for varying the surface wettability [6–8], control channel 
flow, [9] in drug delivery [10–12] chemical-sensing [13–16] and tribo- 
mechanical control. [17–22] In these applications, the conformational 
state and/or the chemical structure of the polymers is altered by an 
adjustment of the surroundings via e.g. temperature, [23–27] light ra-
diation [28–30] or electric field, [31–33] which results in a change in 
the macroscopic properties of the coating or material. 

There are different methods to decorate a surface with polymers. The 
coatings can be composed of films, hydrogels or polymer brushes (see 
Fig. 1). In polymer films, the polymers can be physisorbed [34,35] or 

bound to the surface at multiple points via e.g. catechol-derived groups 
[36–38], chitosan [39,40] or epoxy groups. [41,42] These films can be 
prepared by means of spin-coating,[43,44] layer by layer deposition 
[40,45] or vapor deposition. [46,47] Hydrogels can also be prepared 
with multiple techniques, e.g. co-polymerization/cross-linking free- 
radical polymerizations.[48] Due to their structure, hydrogels can swell 
by solvent absorption by many times their initial size. [49] Moreover, 
so-called polymer brushes can be formed. In a polymer brush, the 
polymers are attached with one end to the surface at a density that is 
high enough for the polymers to stretch away from the surface.[50,51] 
They are commonly grafted by means of controlled radical polymeri-
zation techniques from initiator sites bound to the substrates. [52–54]. 

In this review, we will present an overview of the different polymer 
coatings that have been employed to control (bio-) adhesion and fric-
tion. When polymers are triggered to change their conformation or 
chemical structure by an external stimulus, the interaction between the 
polymer-coated surface and a counter surface will also change. These 
interactions arise from e.g. the Van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces 
or forces due to hydrogen bonding etc between the two surfaces and are 
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determined by the chemical composition of the contacting materials as 
well as the medium over which they interact. [55] When the interaction 
between the polymer surface and the counter surface changes, the 
adhesion and friction will also change. Generally, when a stimulus 
causes the effective interaction to become more attractive, the surfaces 
will be more strongly bound and make more intimate contact, such that 
adhesion and friction will increase, while the opposite is true when the 
stimulus results in more repulsive interactions. [18,25,56–64] However, 
as we will discuss in more detail in this review, there are important 
exceptions for which a more complex response can occur. [65–69] The 
results presented in these references show that the relation between 
brush swelling and the tribo-mechanical properties depend on the 
solvent-mediated balance between the polymer-colloid interactions and 
polymer–polymer interactions, as well as the visco-elastic response of 
the coatings. Upon carefully tuning the applied stimulus, changes of 
several orders of magnitude in the adhesion and friction can be 
observed, which will allow for the development of very effective pick up 
and release tools [70], wound healing dressings [71–73] or drug de-
livery interfaces. [74]. 

Recently, several complementary reviews in the field of polymer 
tribology have been published. [22,75–84] In Refs [76,78–81] the latest 
research on polymer (brush) based low-friction coatings is described, 
while Ref [22,82] review brush-based friction control. Recent advances 
on polymer adhesion and its mechanisms are described in Refs [83,84], 
where quantification techniques and external factors which influence 
adhesion are also reviewed. We build on these reviews and discuss 
switchable adhesion and friction in liquid for three types of polymer 
coatings: 1) polymer films, 2) gels and 3) brushes. We describe in 
particular the delicate relation between brush swelling and adhesion/ 
friction, as a detailed characterization of this relation can lead to an 
optimization of the tribomechanical control. [65,68,69] Moreover, we 
describe how this control has been enabling advanced biomedical ap-
plications. We conclude this review with a discussion of the potential 
impact that SR polymer-enabled control of friction and adhesion in 
liquid can have on industry and society. Moreover, we provide an 
outlook in which we describe open questions and challenges that need to 
be solved before large-scale application of these systems is feasible. 

1.2. Stimulus responsive polymers 

Stimulus responsive (SR) polymers, also called ‘smart’ polymers, 
adapt their physico-chemical properties in response to modifications in 
the environmental conditions, such as temperature, 
[23,98,85–89,65,90] pH, [91–97,99] ionic concentration of the solvent, 
[60,99–107] effective solvent conditions by addition of co-solvents/co- 
non-solvents, [62,70,108–110] UV–vis light irradiation, [111–113] 
redox state [114–121] or the presence and strength of electric fields 
[122–125] (see also Fig. 1). With these external stimuli, the chemical 
structure or the conformation of these polymers can be changed. We 
note that, within this definition, all polymers will be SR polymers under 
some conditions. However, we speak of SR polymers when they respond 
to the specific stimulus that is applied in the discussed experiment or 
potential application. The response of the SR polymers to the stimulus is 
reversible, and the physico-chemical properties can be switched 
repeatedly. 

1.2.1. Temperature 
Thermally responsive polymers have a lower critical solution tem-

perature (LCST) and/or an upper critical solution temperature (UCST). 
UCST behavior can be understood qualitatively via the Flory–Huggins 
mean-field theory,[126] which gives the free energy of a polymer-
–solvent mixtures by incorporating the entropy of mixing and enthalpic 
interactions. The strength of the latter is described by the Flory–Huggins 
parameter (or so called interaction parameter) χ is the criterion defining 
the miscibility between a polymer and a solvent, following: [126] 

χ =
z

2kBT
(
∊pp + ∊ss − 2∊ps

)
(1)  

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, z is the coordination number of the 
polymer solvent system, T the absolute temperature and ∊pp, ∊ss and ∊ps 

are the polymer–polymer, solvent–solvent and polymer–solvent in-
teractions, respectively. The effective interaction is most easily changed 
by the temperature. Upon increasing the temperature, the entropic 
mixing contribution to the free energy will dominate over the enthalpy. 
Consequently the components mix at high temperatures and demix at 
low temperatures. 

LCST behavior is not captured by the standard Flory Huggins theory. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of stimulus responsive polymers in gels, films and brushes triggered by various external stimuli.  
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[126] The reason for this is that the interactions between sub-units, 
which determine the interaction parameter χ, are considered to be in-
dependent of the temperature and volume fraction within the Flor-
y–Huggins theory, which is a simplification of realistic interactions. 
Using a modified equation for the interaction parameter χ, the interac-
tion energy can be made temperature and volume fraction dependent, 
[127] which allows for predicting both the UCST and LCST in poly-
mer–solvent mixtures. [128] Various models have been proposed to 
explain the temperature and/or volume fraction dependent interaction 
energies for different polymer–solvent combinations. [129,130] A well- 
studied example is poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), which ex-
hibits a LCST close to room temperature (typically 30–33 ◦C) [131] in 
pure water. For PNIPAM polymers, the most common explanation for 
temperature-dependent interactions is that, below the LCST, the 
enthalpy-gain from hydrogen bonds between PNIPAM and H2O com-
bined with the increased conformational entropy of the polymer out-
weighs the reduction in translational entropy of the water caused by 
adsorption. Above the LCST, the increased translational entropy of the 
water increases the entropy-reduction due to water adsorption such that 
adsorption is no longer energetically favorable. At these higher tem-
peratures, the water-amide hydrogen bonds are replaced by amide- 
amide hydrogen bonds between the polymer segments, which results 
in phase separation. [132] This transition temperature can shift when 
salts, urea or other solvents are present in the water. [133–139] We note 
that the standard LCST is a theta collapse and is dictated by the large 
diverging fluctuations at the critical point. Besides the polymer dis-
cussed above, it has been shown that elastin-like polypeptides sequences 
can show LCST behavior in the pure water as well. [140] Therefore, it 
can be anticipated that these structure can be promising building blocks 
for responsive coatings as well. 

1.2.2. Co-solvency and co-non-solvency 
The type of solvent(s) to which stimulus responsive polymers are 

exposed can be used as a trigger for inducing changes in their response. 
The phenomena of co-solvency and co-non-solvency have been previ-
ously used with that purpose [133,141–147], since they occur for a 
variety of polymers and in different solvent mixtures. Co-solvency is the 
effect that a mixture of two miscible, poor solvents can become a good 
(or at least mediocre) solvent for a polymer at certain solvent/co-solvent 
volume fractions. This effect can be understood qualitatively via the 
Flory–Huggins theory using the single liquid approximation [148]: The 
effective interaction parameter χeff between the polymer P and solvent 
mixture (composed of solvents S1, S2) is defined as: 

χeff = ϕ1χPS1 +ϕ2χPS2 − ϕ1ϕ2χS1S2, (2)  

in which ϕ is the solvent volume fraction. Since both individual solvents 
are poor solvents for the polymer, χPS1 and χPS2 > 0.5. Additionally, the 
two solvents are miscible and χS1S2 can be just lower than 2 for particular 
solvents. When substituting these numbers in Eq. 2, one can see that χ 
can be less than 0.5 for certain compositions (solvents and ϕ), which 
shows that the mixture of two miscible, poor solvents can be a good 
solvent for the polymer. For example, both water and ethanol are poor 
solvents for poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). However, for a volume 
fraction of 80% ethanol in water, the mixture is a good solvent for 
PMMA both in a bulk solution [149] and in the brush- or gel-form. 
[70,141] The Flory Huggins theory provides only a qualitative picture 
and it was recently shown that entropically driven depletion interactions 
have to be incorporated to more accurately predict the co-solvency- 
induced swelling introducing solubility maximum. [150] 

For co-non-solvency, the opposite will happen: When two good sol-
vents are mixed, the mixture can be a poor solvent for the polymer. The 
origin for co-non-solvency effect is still being debated, and many the-
ories and models are proposed to explain the phenomenon, such as 
competition of forming hydrogen bonds between alcohol and water with 
PNIPAM, [151] the formation of composition-dependent solvent- 

clusters [152], preferential adsorption [153] and the bridge model 
[154–157] or the possibility of either bridging or mixing. [158,159] The 
most well-known example of co-non-solvency is PNIPAM in water and 
an organic solvent, such as methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), 
[108–110,136,160] tetrahydrofuran (THF), [161,162] dimethyl form-
amide (DMF) [163] or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). [164] Besides these 
synthetic polymers, cononsolvency has been observed in elastin-like 
polypeptides sequences as well.[165,166] Co-non-solvency effects 
have potential application in actuator- [167], gating- [168] and pick up 
and release systems [70] in liquid environments. 

1.2.3. pH and salt concentration 
For polyelectrolytes, such as polycations [97,98,169,170] and pol-

yanions, [171,172] and zwitterionic [173–175] polymers, the pH can be 
used as an external stimulus to change the conformation of the polymer. 
A typical example is polyacrylic acid (PAA) [176], which is a polyacid 
with carboxyl groups on the side chain. Addition of a base will deprot-
onate the pendant acidic groups, such that charges are introduced 
within the chain. Consequently, the polymer swells. In an acidic solu-
tion, protonation of the carboxyl group causes a chain-collapse. Water- 
soluble salts can also be used to induce a coil-to-globule transition of 
poly-electrolytes. [177–179] The solubility of zwitterionic polymers is 
sensitive to the salts concentration too. For example, for poly[2-(meth-
acryloyloxy) ethyl]-dimethyl(3-sulfopropyl) ammonium hydroxide 
(PSBMA) [180–182] adding salts helps to reduce the intra- and inter- 
chain interactions between zwitterionic moieties, such that the poly-
mer expands. 

1.2.4. Other and multi-stimuli 
Other examples of SR polymers are polymers functionalized with 

light-responsive groups, such as azobenzene, [183–185] spiropyran 
[186] and coumarin. [187] For example, azobenzene can switch be-
tween trans- and cis- conformation when irradiated by visible light and 
UV light. Upon irradiation, the isomerization from the planar trans- 
configuration towards the bent cis- form is triggered. Furthermore, light 
absorption induces molecular motion, leading to photo-orientational 
changes. Thereby, implementing azobenze groups in polymeric coat-
ings can induce a change in the effective interaction with itself and the 
solvent or other molecules upon photo-irradiation. [28]. 

For redox-responsive polymers, reversible oxidation–reduction re-
actions are employed to induce a change in the effective interactions of 
the polymer with the surrounding medium. There are many functional 
groups showing oxidization-reduction dependent properties, such as 
ferrocenes, [188] tetrathiafulvalenes, [189] and incorporated transition 
metal ions. [190] Typical examples are the ferrocene-functionalized 
polymers, which have a redox responsive center located in the poly-
mer’s main chain [114,117] or side chain. [121,191,192] After oxi-
dization, the ferrocenes exhibit charged ferricenium moieties, which 
interact electrostatically with counterions. [193]. 

By a modification of stimulus responsive polymers with responsive 
functional groups one can build polymers that respond to multiple types 
of stimuli. [194–197] Multi-responsiveness can also be achieved via 
coatings that are composed of several types of polymers that each 
respond to different stimuli. [89,198–200] Additionally, copolymers can 
be designed and synthesized to respond to various stimuli. [201–203] 
Such dual-responsive copolymers have been utilized to reversibly cap-
ture charged colloids by thermally-responsive charged polymer coat-
ings. [204] For a review on multi-responsive polymers and their 
applications see Ref [205]. 

When the stimulus responsive polymers discussed in this section are 
(covalently) attached to surfaces in the form of gels, films or brushes, 
they can be employed to induce macroscopic changes in the surface or 
interfacial properties, for example from wetting to non-wetting [206], 
from adhering to non-adhering [207], from lubricating to non- 
lubricating. [82] The latter two will be explained in more detail in the 
next sections. 
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2. Switchable adhesion 

For many applications, such as soft robotics [208,209], wound 
dressings [71–73] and pick-up and release systems, [210] it is necessary 
to control the adhesion between two surfaces or materials. Over the 
years, numerous research groups have developed polymeric materials 
that will respond to different stimuli 
[18,59,65,70,87,108,109,115,121,193,211–215] with the aim to enable 
switchable adhesion under different circumstances. In Table 1, we pre-
sent an overview of the different methods and systems employed to 
obtain switchable adhesion using stimulus responsive polymers in 
liquid. The first column depicts the kind of stimulus that was utilized 
(from top to bottom): a change in temperature T, pH, the solvent 
composition, the oxidation state (redox), the light irradiation or the salt 
concentration. The second and third columns give the chemical 
composition of the surface and the counter-surface, respectively. The 
fourth column depicts the solvent in which the system was immersed for 
the adhesion measurements. The fifth and sixth columns describe under 
which conditions low and high adhesion was observed, while it is dis-
played in the seventh column by how much the adhesion was switched. 
The eighth column gives the measurement device on which the mea-
surements were performed and the ninth column gives the radius of the 
Hertzian contact geometry. The tenth column depicts the polymeric 
system employed for the adhesion switch and the last column gives the 

reference to the article describing the measurements. 
In what direction and by how much the adhesion changes depends on 

the particular system, as we will describe in more detail below. We 
distinguish between two types of systems: symmetric systems, where a 
contact is formed between two chemically identical polymer films 
(Fig. 1) and asymmetric systems, where a polymer film is brought into 
contact with a chemically different counter surface (Fig. 2B). 

2.1. Adhesion between chemically identical polymer films 

The adhesion between chemically identical polymer films depends 
on the solvent quality (see Fig. 2A). In good solvents, polymers are 
effectively repulsive and direct polymer–polymer interactions are 
screened. When two polymeric systems in good solvent are pressed 
together, the solvent is kept in the contact unless the applied pressure is 
higher than a threshold pressure.[216] This threshold pressure is 
commonly called the osmotic pressure, even though it is not necessarily 
equal to the osmotic pressure for free polymers in the solvent. [217] The 
adhesion is generally low under such mild-compression conditions. 
[65,218] In contrast, in poor solvents, direct polymer–polymer in-
teractions are preferred over interactions with the solvent and under 
these circumstances adhesion between the polymer films is usually 
observed to be high. [70,219] Thus, when the applied stimulus changes 
the effective solvent quality for the polymer films from good to poor, the 

Table 1 
Overview on switchable adhesion in liquid using stimulus responsive polymers by various stimuli. The first column depicts the type of stimulus that was utilized (from 
top to bottom): a change in temperature T, pH, solvent composition, oxidation state (redox), light irradiation or the salt concentration. The second and third columns 
give the chemical composition of the surface and the counter-surface, respectively. The fourth column depicts the solvent in which the system was immersed for the 
adhesion measurements. The fifth and sixth columns describe under which conditions the low and high adhesion was observed, while it is displayed in the seventh 
column by how much the adhesion was switched. The eighth column gives the measurement device on which the measurements were performed and the ninth column 
gives the radius of the Hertzian contact geometry. The tenth column depicts the type of polymeric system (film, gel or brush) employed for the adhesion switch and the 
last column gives the reference to the article describing the measurements.  

Stimuli Surface 1 Surface 2 Solvent Low High Factor Device R Type Ref 

T PDEA idem H2O 15 ◦ C 30 ◦ C > 17  SFA 2 cm Gel [227]  
PNIPAM Silica H2O 25 ◦ C 47 ◦ C > 60  AFM 10 μm Gel [214]  
PNIPAM Si3N4 H2O 30 ◦ C 32.5 ◦ C – AFM 20 nm Brush [87]  
PNIPAM Si3N4 H2O 28 ◦ C 40 ◦ C > 30  AFM 20 nm Brush [218]  
PNIPAM BSA Phosphate 25 ◦ C 34 ◦ C >40  AFM > 50 nm  Brush [229]  
PNIPAM idem H2O 24 ◦ C 40 ◦ C >100  AFM 4.8 μm Brush [59]  
PNIPAM idem H2O 23.1 ◦ C 37.3 ◦ C >20  SFA 1 cm Brush [219]  
PNIPAM Gold H2O 26.3 ◦ C 40 ◦ C >70  AFM 6 μm Brush [65]  
PDMAEMA Gold pH = 3,11 24 ◦ C 50 ◦ C – AFM 10 μm Brush [67]  
PMEO2MA Silica KOH 10 ◦ C 40 ◦ C > 4  AFM 15 μm Brush [230]  
PNIPAM-b-PAMPTMA Silica 0.1 M NaCl 35 ◦ C 45 ◦ C > 5  AFM 10 μm Brush [231]  
P(OEGMA-co-OPGMA) Silica H2O 24 ◦ C 40 ◦ C > 75  AFM 4.8 μm Brush [232]  
PNIPAM -CH3 H2O 23 ◦ C 40 ◦ C > 4  CFM – Film [233] 

pH PS-b-PAA Silica glass H2O pH = 2 pH = 7 > 10  AFM 30–40 μm Brush [234]  
PDMAEMA Si3N4 H2O pH = 1 pH = 8 > 35  AFM 20 nm Brush [235]  
PDMAEMA MUA H2O pH = 1 pH = 8 > 110  AFM 20 nm Brush [235] 

Solvent PNIPAM idem MeOH/H2O H2O v/v = 1/1 5 Rheometer 20 mm Gel [17]  
PNIPAM Silica MeOH/H2O H2O v/v = 1/1 > 100  AFM 1 μm Brush [109]  
PNIPAM Gold EtOH/H2O EtOH v/v = 3/7 > 300  AFM 6 μm Brush [210]  
PMPC Gold EtOH/H2O v/v = 1/1 v/v = 9/1 > 15  AFM 20 nm Brush [62]  
PMMA idem IPA/H2O v/v = 4/1 IPA > 5  AFM 6 μm Brush [70]  
PS/PV2P Silica Various Toluene pH = 2 > 1  AFM 10 μm Brush [228]  
PS/PV2P PS Various Toluene pH = 2 > 4  AFM 10 μm Brush [228]  
PS/PV2P PAA Various Toluene pH = 2 > 3  AFM 10 μm Brush [228] 

Redox PFS-I Si3N4 H2O oxidized reduced > 6  AFM 20 nm Film [115]  
PFS-I PS H2O reduced oxidized > 4  AFM 6 μm Film [193]  
PFS-SO3- PS H2O oxidized reduced > 2  AFM 6 μm Film [193]  
PFDMS Si3N4 H2O reduced oxidized > 1  AFM 20 nm Film [236] 

Light liquid crystal idem Air UV-on UV-off – homemade – Film [112]  
PAAPA-PHEA PCDA-PHEA H2O UV-on UV-off – Tensile test – Brush [237]  
Azopolymer P1 idem H2O λ = 365  λ =530 nm  12 Tensile test – Film [238] 

Salt PS-b-PAA Silica glass CaCl2/pH = 5 0.1 0.01 > 5  AFM 30–40 μm Brush [234]  
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adhesion is usually altered from low to high (see also Table 1). For 
example, Malham et al. employed temperature changes to modify the 
adhesion between PNIPAM brushes on mica surfaces, which they char-
acterized by SFA measurements. They showed that the adhesion can be 
switched from low to high by at least 20 times by changing the solvent 
quality from good at temperatures below the LCST (32 ◦ C) to poor above 
the LCST. [219] Also, co-non-solvency can be used to switch the adhe-
sion between PNIPAM gels and brushes just by changing the composi-
tion of water with one kind of solvent, such as MeOH,[17] EtOH,[160] 
DMF [163] and DMSO. [164]. 

An exception to this generic behavior can be observed in systems 
where the polymers in solvated polymer films in close contact can 
intertwine [17,220] as e.g. for two brushes in close contact or for 
brushes in contact with gels. In many cases, the macromolecules in the 
opposing brushes/gels will not intertwine and instead only interdigitate. 
[221] However, by increasing the contact-residence time [222,223] or 
grafting density,[224] the interpenetration of opposing brush layers can 
also increase, which can cause them to intertwine, even at lower degrees 
of polymerization. [225] The adhesion under these conditions is much 
higher than for interdigitated polymers, which can easily be separated. 
[226] When both polymer films are cross-linked and form a (hydro-) gel, 
there will be much less possibility to intertwine due to repulsive in-
teractions and therefore the adhesion between the two solvated hydro-
gels will be low, while the adhesion between collapsed hydrogels will be 
high.[227] This was, for example, shown by Banquy et al.[227], who 
measured that the adhesion between two poly(N,N-diethylacrylamide) 
(PDEA) gels can be switched 17 times in magnitude by inducing 
conformational changes when altering the solvent temperature between 
15 ◦ C and 30 ◦ C. Similar results found for PNIPAM brushes in contact 
with gels [17], implying that the polymers in the brushes were too small 
to intertwine. 

2.2. The adhesion between polymer films and chemically different counter 
surfaces 

Predicting the adhesion between a polymer film and a chemically 
different counter surface (CS) is more complicated than for contacts 
between chemically identical polymer films, due to the different types of 
solvent-mediated polymer-CS interactions that can determine the ad-
hesive strength (see Fig. 2B). When the polymer-CS interactions are 
stronger than the polymer–solvent interactions and the counter surface- 
solvent interactions, adhesion can be high, even when solvent condi-
tions are good. [65] The change in adhesion is then determined by the 
variation in contact area due to the alteration in effective elasticity of the 
swollen vs collapsed polymeric system. Under the same applied load, a 
swollen brush will be easier to deform than a collapsed brush such that 
the contact area is larger and the adhesion will also be higher. For 
example, Vyas et al. [228] measured that the adhesion between a silicon 
cantilever and a PS brush was high under good solvent conditions, while 
the adhesion was lower under poor solvent conditions. Most polymeric 
systems in contact with a chemically different counter surface will, 

however, have a high adhesion under poor solvent conditions and a low 
adhesion under good solvent conditions (see Table 1). 

Most commonly, in a poor solvent, there are direct interactions be-
tween the polymer and the CS and thus, the adhesion is high. In contrast, 
in a good solvent, the interaction between the polymer and the CS is 
lower than the polymer–solvent and the CS-solvent interactions, such 
that the polymer will only very slightly adhere to the CS. Though, the 
adhesion under both solvent conditions is still determined by polymer- 
CS interactions. In the work of Ref [210], it was found that the change 
in adhesion between a PNIPAM brush and different colloid types - upon 
retraction after indentation by a constant force Fmax normalised by the 
colloid radius R - in ethanol–water mixtures (exhibiting co-non- 
solvency) depends on the chemical composition of the colloid [silicon 
oxide (SiO2), gold, polystyrene (PS) or PMMA], as shown in Fig. 3. The 
differences remain clearly there when the adhesion is normalized by the 
colloid radius. Moreover, the absolute values for the measured adhesion 
strongly correlate, i.e. the materials showing the highest adhesion under 
poor solvent conditions (SiO2), also displays the highest adhesion under 
good solvent conditions and vice versa. This shows indeed that polymer- 
colloid interactions determine the adhesion for both solvent conditions. 
The interaction dependent adhesion has also been reported by Raftari 
et al. [235], who employed cantilevers with different coatings, such as 
mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) or dodecanethiol (DDT), to investigate 
the difference in adhesion forces at different pH of poly[2-(dimethyla-
mino) ethyl methacrylate] (PDMAEMA brushes). 

Some polymers are special in the sense that they interact very 
strongly with particular solvents and, therefore, completely repel almost 
any counter surface in that solvent. [239–241] These polymers are 
considered to be so-called non-fouling polymers. For example, poly(2- 
(methacryloyloxy) ethylphosphorylcholine) (PMPC) is a well-studied 
anti-fouling material in aqueous solutions, which resists bacteria 
[242–244] and proteins.[245,246] The low-fouling properties can only 
be achieved under particular solvent conditions, such that also for these 
systems adhesion can be switched by changing the effective solvent 
quality.[247]. 

For some polymers it is possible to directly change the interaction 
between the polymer and the counter surface. [114,115,236] For 
example, poly(ferrocenylsilane) (PFS) is composed of ferrocene units in 
the main chain, which can be chemically or electrochemically reduced 
and oxidized. [114,117,118,193,248] This can be employed to change 
the adhesion reversibly without the mediation of the solvent. For 
example, Feng et al. [249] grafted PFS-I on a Au surfaces and measured 
the adherence to silicon nitride (Si3N4) probes that were pre-treated 
with either organic solvents or piranha solution. In both cases, the 
adhesion was different before and after oxidation. However, opposite 
trends in the adhesion-change were found using the two different 
probes. A solvent treated probe was hydrophobic, and had high adhe-
sion with reduced PFS-I surface. After oxidation, the charged surface 
was more hydrophilic, and low adhesion was obtained. While a piranha 
treated probe was more hydrophilic, and had high interaction with 
oxidized PFS-I grafts, and vice versa. 

Good solvent

Poor solvent

A) B) Repulsive Attractive Fig. 2. (A) Schematic representation of 
adhesion and friction between chemi-
cally identical polymer films in good 
(top, blue) or poor (bottom, orange) sol-
vents. The polymers on the substrates 
could be in the form of gels, films or 
brushes; (B) Schematic representation of 
adhesion and friction between polymer 
films and chemically different counter 
surfaces in good (top, blue) or poor 
(bottom, orange) solvents for repulsive 
and attractive interactions between the 
walls and polymers. The polymers could 
be present in the form of gels, films or 
brushes.   
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2.3. Switchable bioadhesion 

The concept of switchable bioadhesion addresses the implementa-
tion of new materials which mimic switchable adhesion processes found 
in nature [250], as well as the implementation of synthetic switchable 
adhesives for bio-medical applications,[251] such as cell harvesting and 
release [252–254], wound healing dressings [255–257] or biosensing. 
[258] In nature, many organisms have the capability of adhering to 
other surfaces on demand in a reversible or irreversible way, even in 
underwater media. [259,260] Well-known examples are mussels, which 
use a network of catechol-based threads to attach to hard surfaces, [261] 
or sea stars, which excrete adhesive compounds to enhance their contact 
in certain surfaces. [262] Despite all the efforts made towards the un-
derstanding of biological adhesives, there are few bio-mimetic materials 
available in industry. There are several reasons behind that, such as the 
complexity and small feature size of these processes, and the lack of 
understanding of biological processes in real environments. [263,264] 
Nevertheless, many hybrid bio-inspired switchable adhesives have been 
developed, making the underwater adhesives research field a hot topic 
in the last few years. [207,211,265,261,266,267] For example, Sidoli 
et al. studied the underwater adhesive properties of PNIPAm-g-PMEP 
brushes, which combined thermo-responsive and biocompatible build-
ing blocks. The study was performed below and above the LCST of 
PNIPAM, using countersurfaces of different hydrophilicity. Their 

findings show adhesive behaviour against hydrophobic probes, where 
the brushes showed high adhesion at room temperature and were almost 
completely not adhesive above the LCST. On the other hand, their 
findings show that adhesion forces where lower against hydrophilic 
substrates.[211]. 

In the present review, we will focus on synthetic switchable bio- 
adhesives. Synthetic switchable adhesives, which are capable to 
reversibly change between adhesive and non-adhesive states by means 
of an external stimulus, have been studied and developed over the last 
years (see Section 2). Reversible bioadhesion can be achieved either by 
means of chemical functionality or by topographical designs. [250] To 
do so, intricate synthetic bio-interfaces are required, since they must 
show reversible biological activity. Furthermore, milder stimuli have to 
be used for these systems, as well as the use of mild dynamic micro- 
environments, which reduces the invasiveness towards living cells. 
[268] Thus, the most common stimuli used in bioadhesives are the use of 
UV-light or mild temperature changes. 

Even though the vast majority of research on bio-adhesives does not 
comprise the study of the switchable behavior of these new materials, 
there is still a great number of research groups which have studied the 
performance of switchable bio-adhesives under different environments. 
In Table 2, we present an overview of the different methods and systems 
employed to obtain switchable bioadhesion using stimulus responsive 
polymers in liquid. As opposed to the non-biological adhesives from 
Table 1, where adhesion forces are measured in a more quantitative 
manner, the study of the adhesive performance of bio-adhesives is 
commonly performed by means of imaging techniques, where live/dead 
cell test are performed. Thereby, the change in the adhesion forces is not 
provided on this table. 

The performance of bio-adhesives is commonly tested by bringing 
bio-materials in contact with synthetically modified surfaces. These bio- 
materials can be attached to surfaces 
[252–255,269,269–272,274–276,278,279] or in the form of solvents 
containing proteins or bacteria. [252,275,277,280,284]. For example, 
when testing switchable adhesion in the cell harvesting and release field, 
the bio-adhesives are exposed to a certain stimulus in a reversible way, 
and live/dead test or cell counts are performed by means of fluorescence 
microscopy or other non-invasive techniques. 
[252,253,270,274,275,279,280,282] Within this field, PNIPAM-based 
interfaces are commonly used. For example, it has been used for cap-
ture and release of E. Coli bacteria, in the style of polymer brush [252], 
hydrogel [253] and microgel [254], as depicted in Fig. 4. Results show 
that, due to temperature-dependent hydration, conformational changes 
occur on the PNIPAM structures above its LCST, changing towards a 
bioadhesive conformation and capturing the E. Coli bacteria. The bio- 
adhesion was enhanced by the addition of third components, such as 
mannose, leading to adhesion increases up to 2.5-fold by adjusting the 
polymer backbone and mannose density. [254] PNIPAM-based polymer 
brushes have also been studied as underwater adhesives. [211]. 

When designing a bioadhesive coating for applications such as 
wound healing dressings, there are several requirements that the ad-
hesive must fulfill: it needs to be non-toxic and it cannot produce toxic 
byproducts, there needs to be fast binding to tissue and progressive 
biodegradability as the tissue completes its healing process. [286] Due 
to these requirements, there are yet very few approved synthetic adhe-
sives that can be used in the medical field. [287] Recent research 
showed promising results in this field, designing reversible adhesives 
which can potentially be used in biomedical applications. [255–257] Li 
et al. [255] reported a reversible adhesive platform based on thermally 
triggered cohesive failure of gels, where they tested the performance of 
multiple tannic acid primed reversible adhesives. They performed in 
vivo and vitro evaluations, showing the excellent performance of the 
PNB adhesives in comparison to other gels. 

Most of the previous research on switchable bioadhesives focuses on 
the study of the material’s adhesive performance under only one stim-
ulus. However, recent research showed the design of bio-adhesives that 

Fig. 3. (a) Adhesion forces between PNIPAM brushes and a SiO2 colloid (left 
axes, radius 3.9 μm) and swelling ratio (right axes) in a varying composition of 
ethanol–water mixtures. (b) Adhesion force between PNIPAM brushes and 
different types of colloids (square-gold radius 3 μm, circle-PS radius 2.5 μm and 
triangle-PMMA radius 3 μm) in ethanol–water mixtures of varying compositions 
upon keeping the maximum indentation force normalized by the colloid radius 
constant. Modified and reproduced from [210] with permission from The Royal 
Society of Chemistry. 
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display switchable bioadhesion in response to multiple stimuli. Zhou 
et al. [252] designed a brush copolymer interface, composed of PNIPAM 
and phenylboronic acid (PBA) which showed switchable adhesive 
behavior in response to changes in temperature, pH or sugar content. By 
the implementation of a biocidal compound, it was possible to provide 
the coating of the ability of switching between a bacteria killing and 
bacteria release state. Its performance on reversible bacterial and cell 
adhesion and reversible protein adsorption was tested, not only towards 
each of the stimuli individually, but also the three stimuli simulta-
neously. These new materials with upgraded functionalities are great 
candidates for their usage in complex biomedical and/or biotechnology 

applications. 

3. Switchable friction 

Switchable friction can find many applications in systems where 
objects should be able to resist sliding after being positioned, but should 
nevertheless be easy to apply initially. Such situations are often 
encountered in tissue engineering and biomedical systems, [288] such 
as wound dressings, artificial cartilage tissue, hernia grids, catheters etc. 
Polymeric systems can fit these requirements and in recent years, there 
have been many attempts to achieve such switchable friction 
[17–22,60,228] as we discuss in more detail in the next paragraphs. We 
first describe contact between chemically identical polymer films (Sec-
tion 3.1) and then discuss the friction between a polymer film and a 
chemically different counter surface (Section 3.2). Table 3 provides an 
overview of the different methods and systems that have been utilized to 
obtain switchable friction using stimulus responsive polymers in liquid. 
Table 3 is organized in the same fashion as Table 1. 

3.1. Friction between chemically identical polymer films 

For contacts between chemically identical polymer films, the pres-
ence of interdigitation between macromolecules of opposing polymeric 
systems strongly determines the change in friction upon applying an 
external stimulus. Whether or not brushes interdigitate depends on the 
applied normal. Under low normal loads and in good solvents, direct 
polymer–polymer interactions are screened and the friction is deter-
mined mainly by the solvent-(viscosity). Therefore, friction is low. [289] 
In poor solvents, polymer–polymer interactions are favored over poly-
mer–solvent interactions and friction is high. [21] The friction under 

Table 2 
Overview on switchable bioadhesion in liquid using stimulus responsive polymers by various stimuli. The first column depicts the kind of stimulus that was utilized 
(from top to bottom): a change in temperature T, solvent composition, pH, light irradiation or electrical change. The second and third columns give the chemical 
composition of the surface and the counter-surface, respectively. The fourth column depicts the solvent in which the system was immersed for adhesion measurements. 
The fifth and sixth columns describe under which conditions low and high adhesion were measured, while it is displayed in the seventh column on what measurement 
device the measurements were performed. The eight column depicts the type of polymeric system (film, gel or brush) employed for the adhesion switch and the last 
column gives the reference to the article describing the measurements.  

Stimuli Surface 1 Surface 2 Solvent Low High Device Type Ref 

T PNIPAm-g-PMEP Silica H2O 20 ◦ C 45◦ C AFM Brush [211]  
PNIPAm-g-PMEP Aminosilane H2O 20 ◦ C 45◦ C AFM Brush [211]  
PAA Oil droplet H2O 20 ◦ C 60◦ C MEMBS Brush [269]  
P(OEGMA-co-MEO2MA) L929 fibroblasts Cell culture 25 ◦ C 37 ◦ C Microscopy Brush [270]  
P(OEGMA-co-MEO2MA) Glass HEPES 25 ◦ C 37 ◦ C AFM Brush [271]  
PNB@CD-QAS E. Coli PBS 25 ◦ C 37 ◦ C FL-M Brush [252]  
PNIPAAm-based RGDS PBS 20 ◦ C 37 ◦ C Scatchard Film [272]  
TecoFlex72D saphire Air T<Ttrans  70 ◦ C Indentation test Film [273]  
PNIPAAm-QAS E. Coli K12 0.85% NaCl 4 ◦ C 37 ◦ C FL-M Brush [274]  
PNIPAm/CNF E. Coli LB 20 ◦ C 37 ◦ C Compression test Hydrogel [253]  
TRPs Porcine skin H2O 10 ◦ C 42 ◦ C Tensile test Hydrogel [255]  
PPOx L929 cells MEM 8 ◦ C 37 ◦ C FL-M Film [275]  
poly(NIPAm-co-AA) Ruby H2O 25 ◦ C 37 ◦ C Force sensor Brush/microgel [276]  
PNIPAM/PEG E. Coli PBS 25 ◦ C 40 ◦ C SCFS Microgel [254]  
OEG/CH3 Proteins EtOH T < 32 ◦ C  T ⩾ 32 ◦ C  Ellipsometry SAM [277]  
pDOPA-AD-MEA/PNIPAM-CD AFM tip H2O 25 ◦ C 40 ◦ C AFM Film [261] 

Solvent PSPMA Oil droplet H2O 0.5 M NaCl Saturated NaCl MEMBS Brush [269]  
PDEAEMA SN/DN hydrogels H2O 0.001 M NaCl 5 M NaCl Mechanical test Brush [278]  
PNB@CD-QAS E. Coli PBS [Fru]= 0 mM [Fru]= 60 mM FL-M Brush [252]  
PBA/cis-diol RGD peptide PBS [Glu]=5.6 mM [Glu]=60 mM FL-M Film [279]  
Epitope RGD α-MEM  0 mg/mL 0.1 mg/mL FL-M Polymer print [280] 

pH PCPOXA Au-probe pH buffer pH = 3 pH = 10.5 AFM Nanofilms [259]  
PNB@CD-QAS E. Coli PBS pH = 4.5 pH = 7.4 FL-M Brush [252]  
DMA/AAPBA Glass pH buffer pH = 3 pH = 9 Contact mechanics Hydrogel [281]  
PDPA-b-PMPC/PLYS Bacteria H2O pH = 5.5 pH = 7.4 FL-M Brush [282]  
Chito-based H2O pH buffer pH = 1 pH = 13 CA Gel [74]  
PAA PDMS-coated tips pH buffer pH = 2 pH = 12 AFM Nanohydrogel [265] 

UV PHEMA Tissue Air UV-off 17.3 mW/cm2 Tensile test Brush [256]  
CD-M ConA/HAS PBS 365 nm 465 nm FL-M SAM [283] 

Electrical EG6/GRGDS BAEC PBS - 300 mV + 300 mV FL-M SAM [284]  
OEG UME PBS Ag reference 1.2 V FL-M SAM [285]  

Fig. 4. Illustration of mannose-functionalized PNIPAM-based microgel layers 
with a change of E. coli binding upon varying the temperature below (left) and 
above (right) the LCST. Above the LCST, polymer–polymer interactions are 
prevalent, expelling water decreasing the microgel hydrodynamic radius by a 
factor of 1.5–3. This leads to an increase of bacterial binding. Reproduced with 
permission from [254]. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society. 
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these circumstances can be switched from high to low by changing the 
effective solvent quality from poor to good. For example, Wu et al. [21] 
used the environmental temperature to switch the friction between 
PNIPAM/GO gels by changing it from 28 to 38 ◦ C, such that the friction 
could be changed by more than an order of magnitude. Moreover, Liu 
et al. [112] made structured azobenzene-based liquid crystal coatings. 
By turning the UV light on and off, a 3-D fingerprint structure could be 
modulated to tune the interfacial friction. 

Under high normal loads, opposing polymer brushes can interdigi-
tate, [221] which results in high friction. [290] Upon sliding the 
opposing interdigitated polymer brushes, the polymers tilt, [291,292] 
resulting in a decrease of the overlap-zone and interdigitation for higher 
shear-rates. Consequently, there is a sublinear friction-velocity relation 
[291,292] for interdigitated polymer brushes, even for cylindrical ge-
ometries.[293] Under these circumstances, friction for swollen brushes 
under good solvent conditions can be higher than for collapsed brushes 
in poor solvents, due to the larger effective contact area created by the 
interdigitated polymers. [18,294] Therefore, these systems can respond 
oppositely to the applied stimulus than non-interdigitating polymeric 
systems. How high the load needs to be to see this effects depends on the 
type of polymer and solvent. By choosing the right combinations of 
polymers and solvents, for example poly[2-(methacryloyloxy) ethyl 
phosphorylcholine] (PMPC) in water, interdigitation does not occur 
even for pressure up to 7.5 MPa.[289] 

The degree of interdigitation and, thereby, the friction can be tuned 
by creating polymer loops instead of free polymer ends at the interface. 

[295] It has been found in molecular dynamics simulations [296] and 
self-consistent field theory [297] that the overlap between opposing 
looped polymer brushes is lower than for linear polymer brushes. 
Therefore, friction is anticipated to be lower for looped polymer brushes. 
It turns out that is true for high density brushes. [298] For low density 
brushes, friction is higher for looped polymer brushes, [299] which can 
be attributed to the reduced load-bearing capacity of polymer loops 
compared to linear polymer brushes. Nevertheless, in both cases, one 
can tune friction by controlling the amount of free to looped polymers in 
the brush. 

3.2. Friction between polymer films and chemically different counter 
surfaces 

Similarly as for the adhesion, the friction between polymer films and 
chemically different counter surfaces is determined by the solvent- 
mediated polymer-counter surface interactions. If the polymer-counter 
surface interactions are higher than polymer–solvent and surface- 
solvent interactions, the friction change is determined by the change 
in effective contact area between polymer and surface before and after 
applying the stimulus. If the solvent screens direct polymer-solid in-
teractions under good solvent conditions, friction is low and can be 
switched to be high by applying a stimulus that changes the solvent 
conditions to poor and friction is determined by polymer-surface in-
teractions. For example, Zhang et al. [62] measured the friction between 
a gold colloid and PMPC brushes. The coefficient of friction (COF) was 

Table 3 
Overview on switchable friction in liquid using stimulus responsive polymers by various stimuli. The first column depicts the type of stimulus that was utilized (from 
top to bottom): a change in temperature T, pH, solvent composition, oxidation state (redox), light irradiation, electric changes or salt concentration. The second and 
third columns give the chemical composition of the surface and the counter-surface, respectively. The fourth column depicts the solvent in which the system was 
immersed for the adhesion measurements. The fifth and sixth columns describe under which conditions the low and high adhesion was observed, while it is displayed in 
the seventh column by how much the adhesion was switched. The eighth column gives the measurement device on which the measurements were performed and the 
ninth column gives the radius of the Hertzian contact geometry. The tenth column depicts the type of polymeric system (film, gel or brush) employed for the adhesion 
switch and the last column gives the reference to the article describing the measurements.  

Stimuli Surface 1 Surface 2 Solvent Low High Factor Device R Type Ref 

T PAAm Probe H2O/DMSO − 20 ◦ C 20 ◦ C >1 Tribometer 2 mm Gel [302]  
PNIPAM Silica H2O 25 ◦ C 45 ◦ C >5 AFM 8μm Brush [303]  
PDEA idem H2O 15 ◦ C 30 ◦ C >6 SFA 2 cm Gel [227]  
PDMAEMA-stat-BPMA Si3N4 H2O 25/60 ◦ C 45 ◦ C >1 AFM 20 nm Gel [66]  
PNIPAM/GO idem H2O 28 ◦ C 36 ◦ C >10 Tribometer 35 mm Gel [21]  
PNIPAM-NaMA idem Phosphate RT 32 ◦ C >20 Tribometer 35 mm Gel [304]  
PNIPAM-DMAEMA idem Phosphate RT 30 ◦ C >14 Tribometer 35 mm Gel [304]  
PDMAEMA Gold pH = 3,11 50 ◦ C 24 ◦ C >1 AFM 10 μm Brush [67]  
PNIPAM Gold H2O 20 ◦ C 32 ◦ C >63 AFM 6 μm Brush [65]  
PNIPAM-b-PAMPTMA Silica 0.1M NaCl 25 ◦ C 35 ◦ C >4 AFM 10 μm Brush [231]  
PIPOZ60-b-PAMPTMA17 Silica 0.1mM NaCl 25 ◦ C 40 ◦ C >14 AFM – Brush [305] 

pH PDMAEMA Gold H2O pH = 3 pH = 11 >10 AFM 10 μm Brush [67]  
PDMAEMA Si3N4 H2O pH = 1 pH = 8 >12 AFM 20 nm Brush [235]  
PMAA PDMS H2O pH = 7 pH = 2 >300 Tribometer 6 mm Brush [20] 

Solvent PNIPAM idem MeOH/H2O H2O v/v = 1/1 >6 Rheometer 20 mm Gel [17]  
PNIPAM Gold EtOH/H2O EtOH v/v = 1/9 >120 AFM 6 μm Brush [68]  
PMPC Gold EtOH/H2O v/v = 1/1 v/v = 9/1 >9 AFM 20 nm Brush [62]  
PS/PV2P Silica Various Toluene pH = 2 >1 AFM 10 μm Brush [228]  
PS/PV2P PS Various Toluene pH = 2 >2 AFM 10 μm Brush [228]  
PS/PV2P PAA Various Toluene pH = 2 >5 AFM 10 μm Brush [228]  
PNIPAM Silica MeOH/H2O H2O v/v = 1/1 >4 AFM 1 μm Brush [108]  
PMPC Glass EtOH/H2O v/v = 17/3 EtOH >1.5 Tribometer 10 mm Brush [300] 

Redox PFDMS Si3N4 H2O Reduced Oxidized >1 AFM 20 nm Film [236]  
PFDMS Si3N4 H2O NaNO3 NaClO4 >1 AFM 20 nm Film [236] 

Light Liquid crystal idem Air UV-on UV-off 4-5 Homemade – Brush [112] 
Electro PAHPS idem K2SO4 off on >1 Homemade 2 cm Brush [306] 
Salt PMAA PDMS H2O Na+ CTAB >300 Tribometer 6 mm Brush [20]  

PMETAC PDMS H2O Cl− TFSI- >200 Tribometer 6 mm Brush [20]  
PSPMA PDMS H2O K+ CTAB >50 Tribometer 6 mm Brush [20]  
P(METAC)-b-(PEO45MEMA) idem H2O H2O NaCl >2 AFM 20 μm Brush [307]  
PSPMA PDMS CTAB H2O 0.95 mM >30 Tribometer 5 mm Brush [61]  
PMETAC PDMS SDS H2O >0.1 mM >150 Tribometer 5 mm Brush [61]  
PVBIPS PDMS NaCl 6.1 M H2O >15 Tribometer 6 mm Brush [60]  
PVBIPS PDMS H2O Br− SO4

2− 4 >30 Tribometer 6 mm Brush [60]  
PVBIPS PDMS H2O K+ Na+ >10 Tribometer 6 mm Brush [60]  
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determined by friction force microscopy (FFM) in various water/EtOH 
mixtures. The excellent lubricating properties of PMPC brushes started 
to decline around 70 vol.% of EtOH in the EtOH/water mixture due to a 
collapse of the PMPC brushes. The highest COF was found at 90% EtOH 
content, where PMPC brushes are fully collapsed. In pure EtOH again a 
low friction coefficient is observed. The opposite results are, however, 
reported by Kobayashi et al. [300], who utilized a glass ball instead of a 
gold colloid to probe the friction forces. They attribute their observa-
tions to a change in the contact in the contact area: for soft swollen 
brushes there will be a larger effective contact area with the counter 
surface than for collapsed brushes. 

So far, we have discussed switching the tribo-mechanical properties 
by adjusting the solvent properties from good to poor or vice versa. 
However, it has recently been found that the dissipation in moving 
brush-colloid interfaces can be highest for intermediate solvent quality 
conditions. [65,66,68] The largest friction forces are observed at the 
coil-to-globule transition of the studied polymers. By carefully tuning 
the environment near the transition-condition, changes in friction of 
several orders of magnitude can be achieved.[65,68] For example, a 
maximum in the friction force between PNIPAM brushes and gold col-
loids is observed to occur near the LCST of PNIPAM due to stretching of 
the partially collapsed brushes, while a relatively low friction is obtained 
far below and above the LCST (see Fig. 5). Moreover, for PNIPAM in co- 
(non-) solvent mixtures, an enhanced friction is observed at 10 vol% 
ethanol–water, where the brushes are only partially collapsed. At 30 vol. 
% ethanol–water, the PNIPAM brushes collapse the most, and the colloid 
probe can slide over the surface with a much lower friction compared to 
that at 10 vol.% 

A special kind of switchable friction can be obtained by grafting two 
different types of polymers to one [228] or two surfaces. [294] When the 
different types of polymers swell in different solvents and interact 
differently with the counter surface, friction can be switched by solvent 

exchange (see Fig. 6). For example, de Beer et al.[294] measured the 
friction between PMMA coated colloids and PNIPAM coated substrates 
by immersing them in two different solvents (acetophenone for PMMA 
and water for PNIPAM). In this asymmetric system an ultralow friction 
response was observed, which was orders of magnitude lower than for 
the symmetric system that was immersed in a single-component solvent. 
If one of the two opposing brushes responds to an external stimulus, 
friction can be made switchable without solvent exchange.[18] For 
example, if in one state both brushes prefer the same solvent, friction is 
high due to interdigitation. After applying the stimulus, one of the 
brushes will expel the solvent and the brushes no longer interdigitate 
such that friction is low provided that the solvent-polymer interactions 
in the swollen brush are higher than the polymer–polymer interactions. 

4. Relation between friction and adhesion/adhesion hysteresis 

The question if adhesion and friction are directly related has trig-
gered many scientific studies in the last decades. [308–311] The answer 
to this question is not generic, but instead depends on the particular 
system that is being studied. [308] From a mathematical perspective, 
two perfectly flat walls without any corrugation would not resist sliding 
motion even when adhesion is high. [312] Of course, these mathemat-
ical surfaces do not exist in realistic applications. Real surfaces have at 
least an atomic corrugation, which could resist sliding motion when the 
corrugations of the opposing surfaces are commensurate. Nevertheless, 
any degree of mismatch between the surfaces would induce incom-
mensurability such that friction forces vanish. [313] Instead, in real 
systems, friction will be determined by imperfections such as roughness 
[314] and presence of contaminants. [315]. 

For macroscopic engineering surfaces in the absence of wear, friction 
and adhesion are often observed to be directly related: Variation of 
external conditions can lead to a reduction or increase in both the fric-
tion and the adhesion. [316] For example, Autumn et al. [317] tested the 
relation between adhesion and shear force in isolated setal arrays and 
live gecko toes. A linear relation was found between the adhesion and 
shear force. Moreover, Chen et al. [318] studied the friction force and 
adhesion between two PS and poly(vinylbenzyl chloride) (PVBC) sur-
faces. After cross-linking of the polymer surfaces, both friction and 
adhesion are reduced. On the other hand, some experimental counter- 
examples have also been reported. [319–321] For example, two 
smooth mica surfaces separated by molecular layers of cyclohexane 
exhibit high COF, but a low adhesion energy. In contrast, mica surfaces 
in humid air exhibit low COF, but high adhesion energy due to capillary 
forces. [319] The reason for this is that the friction and adhesion are 
caused by different interactions (intermolecular vs capillary in-
teractions). Thus, only when friction and adhesion (hysteresis) are 
caused by the same interactions/(dissipation) mechanisms, they can be 

Fig. 5. (a) Friction between a PNIPAM brush and gold colloid probe as a 
function of temperature as measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). (b) 
Illustration of a potential explanation for the observed frictional response at 
temperatures below (left), at (middle) and above (right) the LCST of PNIPAM in 
water. Reproduced from [65] with permission from The Royal Society 
of Chemistry. 

Fig. 6. Schematic sketch of the symmetric and asymmetric brushes contact in 
the same and different solvents. Left panel shows the symmetric system, where 
the same polymer brushes are on the flat surface and the colloid solvated in a 
one-phase liquid. The right panel shows the asymmetric system of two chemi-
cally different polymer brushes. The brushes are each solvated in their own 
preferred liquid. Reproduced with permission from [301]. 
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directly related, even when prefactors can be directional dependent. 
[322] In the following paragraph, we will focus on discussing the rela-
tionship between friction and adhesion in stimulus–response polymer 
films in contact. 

4.1. Relation between friction and adhesion 

In general, the adhesion and friction for polymeric systems are 
directly related, [227,228,235,236,323] which often means that they 
are caused by the same type of interactions. For example, Song et al. 
[236] fabricated poly(ferrocenyl dimethylsilane) (PFDMS) films on gold 
surface, and used AFM to study the COF and adherence strength for the 
oxidized and the reduced state of the polymers. After oxidation, both 
friction and adhesion switched to higher values. The process was found 
to be reversible: At the oxidized state, with varying the electrolyte from 
sodium perchlorate (NaClO4) to sodium nitrate (NaNO3), a decrease in 
both friction and adhesion was found. Thus, similar trends are found for 
the change in frictional and adhesive response through oxidization and 
varying electrolyte in these systems. 

Some counterexamples, where friction and adhesion are not related, 
have also been reported. [65–67] Nordgren et al. [67] grafted thermally 
responsive PDMAEMA brushes on a probe and a substrate. Above the 
LCST, a low friction, but a relatively higher adhesion is found, while 
below the LCST the opposite was observed. Also, no direct relation be-
tween adhesion and friction has been found for PNIPAM brushes in 
water upon changing the temperature near the LCST or by the addition 
of co-solvents. [65,68] Maximum adhesion is observed for poor solvent 
conditions, while the highest friction is observed for intermediate sol-
vent conditions where polymers are allowed the stretch upon moving 
the counter surface away from the initial contact (see Fig. 5). Near the 
phase transition conditions, friction and adhesion are caused by 
different mechanisms and therefore, friction and adhesion are not 
related. 

4.2. Relation between friction and adhesion hysteresis 

Next to the relation between adhesion and friction, also the relation 
between friction and adhesion hysteresis has been studied extensively. 
[308,311,324,325] Correlations between them have been studied both 
theoretically using simulations [221] and experimentally. [326] In 
general, when friction and adhesion hysteresis are caused by the same 
dissipation mechanism, theyare related. For the polymeric systems 
studied experimentally, this was often found to be the case. For example, 
Israelachvili et al. [310] compared the friction-adhesion hysteresis 
relationship of surfactants in different phases (solid, amorphous, liquid). 
Their results revealed that adhesion hysteresis varies in exactly the same 
way as the friction force does. Also, the same results were obtained for 
fluorocarbon surfactant monolayer-coated surfaces. [327] Generally, 
large friction forces are associated with large adhesion hysteresis. 

In the context of polymer films, also strong correlations are found 
between the friction and adhesion hysteresis. For example, Maeda et al. 
[311] measured the friction and adhesion hysteresis between PS and 
PVBC. When dangling polymers are formed by chain scission of the 
outermost PS layers, the friction forces and adhesion hysteresis were 
both found to increase significantly. Also, Chaudhury et al. [325] 
studied the relation between friction and adhesion hysteresis. They used 
poly(dimethylsiloxanes) (PDMS) in contact with differently modified 
monolayers and found that the friction and adhesion hysteresis show the 
same trend. 

5. Potential impact and open questions 

The smart surface coatings described in this review can have a large 
impact in many fields, one of them being in industry and production 
facilities. Surfaces capable of switching their frictional and adhesive 
properties can be employed to pick up geometrically odd-shaped 

objects, which would be difficult to grasp with traditional robotic arms. 
[328] 

For example, PNIPAM coated surfaces could be used to pick up 
particles that have a temperature above the LCST. [21] For this tem-
perature, the polymer film would locally collapse such that adhesion 
between the brush and (most) counter surfaces is high and the warm 
particles will stick to the surface. Cold particles with a temperature 
below the LCST would not stick and, therefore, not be picked up by the 
PNIPAM-coated surface. The smart surface coatings can be employed to 
pick up nanoparticles too. [210] Nanoparticles would normally form 
aggregates at the centrifugation step during particle transfer. Using 
smart polymer films with switchable adherence properties, nano-
particles can be extracted from solution without centrifugation and the 
resulting aggregate formation. Another promising application is the 
smart membrane that can selectively repel particles or particular mol-
ecules. [329]. 

The development of smart surface coatings can also have a large 
impact in the biomedical field. There it is particularly relevant in situ-
ations where nanoparticles need to adhere under specific conditions, e.g. 
for (nano-) theranostics [330], or where tissue or tools need to be easily 
repositioned, but otherwise tightly bind to the other surface. [57,71] 
This is difficult to achieve with traditional materials, but feasible to 
obtain using stimulus responsive surface coatings. These coatings can 
also be utilized in the transfer of living cells or bacteria, which will 
reversibly adhere or slide off smartly chosen surface coatings [74] They 
can also be employed for selective filtering of proteins from a solution, 
[245,331] as depicted in Fig. 7. 

A major issue, that has limited application of polymer films as smart 
surface coatings, is the gradual degrafting of polymers from the film 
such that the coating degrades in time. [332–340] For polymers under 
good solvent conditions and in the presence of water, [341] the film can 
lose its function within a couple of hours to days, which is unacceptable 
for most applications. [332,339] Over the last years, it was heavily 
debated how and where the bonds break within the polymers. The co-
valent carbon–carbon bonds are too strong to be broken. With an esti-
mated direct bond dissociation energy of 350–450 kJ/mol [342,343], 
even in the presence of the tension induced by stretching of the surface- 
bound molecules. [344] More likely candidates for bond-breakage are 
the hydrolysis sensitive bonds near the anchoring surface. For SiO2 
surfaces, this can be the amide- or ester-bonds [88,345] formed after 
linking polymerization-initiators to surface attached silanes. Previous 
studies estimated the values on activation energies for amide hydrolysis 
to be 63–113 kJ/mol [346,347], and for ester hydrolysis 49–98 kJ/mol 
[348],at high pH and temperature. 

Also the Si-O-Si bonds at the SiO2 surface are susceptible to hydro-
lysis, with reported energies of hydrolysis between 71 and 142 kJ/mol. 
[349,350,344] For gold surfaces, the thiol bonds can break, but the 
amides and esters near the surfaces as well. [338,339]. 

In parallel with the debate on the origin of degrafting, several 
techniques have already been discovered that enhance the long-term 
stability of surface-attached polymer films: On the one hand, long hy-
drophobic surface-linkers have been shown to limit degrafting due to the 
reduced probability for water to reach the hydrolysis-sensitive surface 
bonds. [351–353] Also, ester-free initiators [336], epoxy-based surface 
linkers [354] or di-block copolymers can be employed, where the 
polymeric material closest to the surface is made hydrophobic to form a 
protective film over the hydrolytically active bonds. [355,356] Alter-
natively, initiators can be coupled to surface-bound hydrophobic poly-
mer films from which the hydrophilic polymers can be grafted. 
[357–359] Nevertheless, all these techniques still need to be tested on 
surfaces that are typically employed in applications, such as materials 
used in membranes [360] or on metal oxides utilized in production fa-
cilities and/or for biomedical tools. [361,362]. 

On the other hand, the development of such long-term stable poly-
mers would lead to environmental problems due to their low degrad-
ability and/or biocompatibility. To address this issue, alternative 
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polymer architectures which still show responsiveness towards a certain 
stimulus whilst having a shorter half-life are being developed. Some 
examples are poly(phosphoester) s and polyacetals. [363–365]. 

A second challenge that needs to be embarked on in the near future is 
connecting the nano- and microscale observations described in this re-
view, and the real-world situations for macroscopic systems in industry 
or biomedical applications. The smart surface coatings described here 
were studied in highly idealized geometries and circumstances in lab-
oratory environments and several steps have to be taken to translate the 
results of these studies to realistic systems. First, real surfaces have 
roughness on many length-scales. Preliminary studies have shown that 
the friction for polymeric films on rough surfaces is qualitatively 
different from the friction for the films on flat surfaces. [221,366,367] 
Second, surfaces in industrial environments will be contaminated with 
dust, oils and metal particles. Depending on the shape, size and solvent- 
mediated particle-polymer interactions, particles can penetrate in 
polymeric films such as brushes [368–371] and MD simulations have 
shown that the presence of particles between contacting brushes quali-
tatively alters their tribomechanical response. [372] Before smart sur-
face coatings can be utilized in industrial or biomedical applications, 
these issues need to be addressed. 

Finally, we would like to comment that most fundamental functional 
coating research in the context of switchable adhesion and friction has 
been performed under complete liquid immersion. This holds in 
particular for polymer brushes. Yet, for many applications, complete 
liquid immersion might be impractical and instead the functional coat-
ings should be used in air. It was recently shown that brushes in contact 
with vapors behave differently from brushes in liquid. The brushes swell 
less in contact with vapors than upon liquid immersion. [13,373,374] 
Moreover, density profiles become sharper.[375,376] How this will 
affect switchable adhesion and friction still has to be thoroughly 
researched, with fewer research works that address this phenomena. 
[377,378]. 

6. Summary 

In this review we presented an overview of the different stimulus 
responsive polymeric systems with which switchable friction and 
adhesion can be achieved. The chemical structure or conformation of 
polymers that built up these systems changes by small adjustments in the 

surrounding environment, such as temperature, pH, solvent type and 
mixture, redox switchs, light, and electromagnetic fields. Consequently, 
surfaces functionalized with such polymers will interact differently with 
counter surfaces, such that the frictional response to sliding and adhe-
sion can be tuned. We have described that the exact tribomechanical 
response of polymeric films strongly depends on the solvent-mediated 
interactions in the contact. Our overview will offer researchers a guide 
to explore feasible and effective ways to switch tribological properties 
on the surfaces, which will hopefully, ultimately lead to high-end 
applications. 

Abbreviations  

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy 
CA Contact angle 
COF coefficient of friction 
BAEC Bovine Aorticendothelial Cells 
BSA Bovine Serum Albumin 
CTAB hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide 
DMA/AAPBA dopamine methacrylamide/3-acrylamido phenylboronic 

acid 
DMF Dimethylformamide 
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 
EG6/GRGDS hexa(ethylene glycol)/Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser peptide 
ELP elastin-like polypeptide 
EtOH ethanol 
FL-M Fluorescence Microscopy 
FFM friction force microscopy 
GO graphene oxide 
HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid) 
IPA isopropanol 
KOH potassium hydroxide 
LB sterilized lysogenic broth 
OEG/CH3 oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) and methyl-terminated 

alkanethiolates 
MEMBS microelectromechanical balance system 
MEM Minimum Essential Medium 
MeOH methanol 
MUA mercaptoundecanoic acid 
PAA poly(acrylic acid) 
PAHPS poly(sodium allyloxy hydroxypropyl sulfonate) 
PBA phenylboronic acid 
PBS phosphate buffer solution 
PDEA poly(N,N-Diethylacrylamide) 
PDEAEMA poly[2-(diethylamino) ethyl methacrylate] 

(continued on next page) 
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of different prospective applications of responsive polymer coatings.  
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(continued ) 

PDMAEMA poly[2-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate] 
PDMAEMA-stat-bPMA poly(2-(dimethylamino)-ethyl methacrylate-stat- 

benzophenone methacrylate 
PDMS poly(dimethylsiloxane) 
pDOPA-AD-MEA/ 

PNIPAM-CD 
poly(3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine)-co-adamantine-co- 
methoxyethyl acrylate 

PDPA-b-PMPC/PLYS poly(2-diisopropylaminoethyl methacrylate)-b-poly(2- 
methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine) 

PFDMS poly(ferrocenyl dimethylsilane) 
PFS-I poly(ferrocenyl(3-iodopropyl) methylsilane) 
PHEMA Poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) 
PIPOZ60-b- 

PAMPTMA17 

poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline)60-b-poly(3- 
acrylamidopropyl-trimethylammonium)17 

PMEO2MA poly(di(ethyleneglycol) methyl ether methacrylate) 
P(MEO2MA-co- 

OEGMA) 
poly(2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethyl methacrylate-co-oligo 
(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate) 

PMAA poly(methacrylic acid) 
P(METAC)-b- 

(PEO45MEMA) 
poly(methacryloxyethyl) trimethylammonium chloride- 
block- poly-(ethylene oxide) methylether methacrylate 

PMPC poly(2-(methacryloyloxy) ethylphosphorylcholine) 
PNB@CD-QAS poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-co-phenylboronic acid 

coupled with β-cyclodextrin derivatives modified with 
quaternary ammonium salt groups  

PNIPAM poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 
PNIPAm/CNF poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm)/cellulose 

nanofibrils 
PNIPAm-g-PMEP poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-co-poly(methyl ethylene 

phosphate) 
PNIPAM-NaMA poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-poly(sodium methacrylate) 
PNIPAM-b-PAMPTMA poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-block-poly(3- 

acrylamidopropyl) trimethylammonium chloride 
P(OEGMA-co- 

MEO2MA) 
poly(2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethyl methacrylate-co- oligo 
(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate) 

P(OEGMA-co- 
OPGMA) 

poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate-co- 
oligo(propylene glycol) methacrylate) 

PPOx poly(2-propyl-2-oxazoline) s 
PS-b-PAA polystyrene-b-poly(acrylic acid) 
PSPMA poly(3-sulfopropyl methacrylate potassium salt) 
PVBIPS poly(3-(1-(4-vinylbenzyl)-1H-imidazol-3-ium-3-yl) 

propane-1-sulfonate) 
PV2P poly(2-vinylpyridine) 
QAS quaternary ammonium salt 
RGDS peptide ArgGly-Asp-Ser 
SDS sodium dodecyl sulfate 
TRPs thermally-responsive polymers 
THF tetrahydrofuran 
α-MEM  α-minimal essential medium   
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